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Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Ganging Instructions
Note: MyPlace Lounge Seating 
“ganging” is primarily intended for 
lounge units with the foot or glide 
option. It is not recommended to 
gang units together which have the 
caster option.

1. Move units together into the intended 
lounge seating configuration, at 
or near their final site location. 
Reference assembled configuration 
examples shown (Figure 1).

Note: Two, or at most three units 
may be ganged together in a “fixed” 
manner, then the groups of fixed-
ganged units are ganged together in 
the “continuation” ganging manner 
as described below.

 
Fixed Ganging
2. Turn two units carefully onto their 

backs or upside down, next to each 
other on a soft, protective surface 
to begin the fixed-ganging process. 
Carefully hold and align two units 
together, position a ganging bracket 
centered between the two units 
(Figure 2), as illustrated around 
the square feet (for the foot option 
– Detail A) or aligned and centered 
around glides (less precisely for 
glide option – Detail B). One bracket 
at a time, secure a bracket to the 
front and back, underside of the pair 
of lounge units using six #14 x 1” 
Phillips screws (Figure 3).
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MyPlace® Lounge - Ganging
Assembly Instructions

Assemble units as described herein only. To do otherwise 
may result in instability. All screws, nuts and bolts must be  
tightened securely and must be checked periodically after  
assembly. Failure to assemble properly, or to secure parts 
may result in assembly failure and personal injury.

Continuation Ganging
Note: Continuation gangers 
attach fixed to one “fixed-
ganged” unit pair at the front 
and back, and when all unit 
pairs are turned to the upright 
position, the continuation ganger 
is designed to capture the foot 
(more precisely), or the glide 
(less precisely) of the second 
unit pair, to help keep the units in 
configuration.

3. As illustrated, but following the 
intended final lounge seating 
configuration, carefully align 
and install a continuation ganger 
to the front and back underside 
of each first unit pair intended 
to join next to the second pair. 
The second unit pair which will 
continuation gang to the first will 
not require ganging brackets at 
the side where the first joins to it 
(Figure 4).

4. When all lounge seating units 
are fixed-ganged and have 
appropriate continuous gangers 
added where required, turn unit 
pairs to the upright position and 
move into final configuration 
position. At continuation gang 
locations, lift the unit pair 
end without a ganger over the 
installed ganger of the other 
pair to nest units together in 
configuration (Figure 5).

Note: If size and shape permit, 
and if appropriate number 
of helpers are available to 
carefully lift and align units, the 
continuation gang units may be 
fixed ganged together using an 
additional three #14 x 1” Phillips 
screws as in step 2 on the 
previous page.


